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First-principles study of the surfaces of zirconia
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We have studied the surfaces of zirconia (ZrO2) by first-principles calculations using density functional
theory. We predict surface energies and relaxations for the principal surfaces of different bulk phases of
zirconia. We find that the stoichiometric tetragonal~111! and monoclinic~1̄11! are the most stable surfaces. We
find a strong linear correlation between surface energies before and after relaxing the surface ions. Our
predicted surface energies also provide insight into the tetragonal-monoclinic phase transition in small ZrO2
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I. INTRODUCTION

Zirconia (ZrO2) is an important ceramic material with a
increasing range of applications, where surface properties
important, e.g., for thin-film coatings1 and catalysis.2–5 Very
recently nanotube structures of zirconia have also b
synthesized,6 which may allow ZrO2 to be used in, e.g., mi
croelectromechanical systems someday.

A great deal of experimental data for zirconia surfac
including Auger, photoelectron, and vibrational spe
troscopies as well as electron microscopies and x-ray diff
tion, have been reported.7–15 However, these data only pro
vide indirect and incomplete information about the detai
surface atomic structure. Also the interpretation of many
perimental studies are often complicated by finite-size effe
because samples have granular, often polymorphic,
structure and the presence of dopants like Y2O3, which is
known to segregate to the surface.16–18,9 Furthermore com-
parison is often difficult due to different experimental con
tions and methods of preparation.

Due to the structural complexity of the material, mu
less theoretical work on the ZrO2 surfaces has appeared
the literature. To our knowledge, the only reportedab initio
study on ZrO2 surfaces is Ref. 19, which investigated t
tetragonal~001! surface using the Hartree-Fock method f
periodic slabs. The bulk properties of zirconia have be
examined using both density functional methods20–23 and
semiempirical modeling combined with ab initio
techniques.24–26 We defer discussion of previous theoretic
and experimental results until appropriate points of comp
son in the text.

In this paper, we have studied the surfaces of zirconia
all experimentally observed bulk phases at low pressure.
report surface energies and local ionic relaxations near
surface. Surface energies of solid metal oxides are no
ously difficult to measure,27 but a few results have been re
ported for zirconia at high temperatures, using the mu
phase equilibration technique for the measurement of con
angles.30,31

In Fig. 1 we show the crystalline unit cells of the thre
bulk phases of zirconia observed at low pressure. From
1180 °C, the stable phase is the McCullough-Trueblo
structure,32 which has monoclinic symmetry (P21 /c) and
sevenfold cation coordination. This structure is often refer
to as baddeleyite in mineralogical contexts. From 1180
2370 °C, the stable phase has tetragonal symm
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~12!/8050~15!/$15.00
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(P42 /nmc) ~Ref. 33! and eightfold cation coordination
From 2370 °C to the melting temperature~2600 °C!, the
stable phase is fluorite, which has full cubic symme
(Fm3̄m) ~Ref. 34! and also eightfold cation coordination
The difference between the cubic and tetragonal structur
the alternating distortion of the O-atom columns along the2
axes, as indicated in Fig. 1~b! by arrows. We refer to this as
the t distortion in the rest of this paper. The magnitude of t
t distortion is given by the ratiodz5Dz/c, whereDz is the
O-atom displacement along thec axis. By adding Y2O3 or
certain other metal oxides, it is possible to stabilize the
tragonal phase at room temperature. Throughout this pa
the lettersc, t, and m refer to the cubic, tetragonal, an
monoclinic phases, respectively, of zirconia.

Also listed in Fig. 1 are the structurally unique surfac
for each of these three bulk phases. The main focus of
paper is to explore the stability and reconstructions of e
of these surfaces in order to offer a more complete und
standing of the ZrO2 surfaces than has been possible fro
experiments alone to date.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we outli
calculational details and tests of the pseudopotential use
this study. In Sec. III, we discuss principles of guessi
stable bulk terminations and choices of computational
rameters in our study. In Sec. IV, we present and discuss
results of our calculations. In Sec. V, we draw some gene
conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

We have performed first-principles calculations within t
local density~LDA ! and pseudopotential approximations
density functional theory~DFT!, using the computer code
CASTEP,35 which solves the Kohn-Sham equations using
plane-wave expansion for electronic charge density
wave functions. We have chosen to study the zirconia sys
using this method, because it has proven remarkably succ
ful in predicting ground-state bulk and surface properties
a wide range of materials, including transition metal oxid
At first sight one might think that the notorious overbindin
of the LDA would lead to a systematic overestimation
surface energies, but an extended study for elemental m
across the Periodic Table has shown that this is not
case.36,37 Furthermore, ZrO2 does not belong to the class o
strongly correlated metal oxides such as NiO, where
LDA is known to fail.38 Oxides where the metal cation has
8050 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Unit cells of the observed bulk structures of ZrO2 . Thec and t unit cells chosen correspond to the CaF2 unit cell, to which we
refer crystalline directions, indicated by arrows at the lower right of each panel. Zr ions are small and O ions are large. Ions in the fo
are shaded darker than ions in the background.
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nominald0 valence configuration generally will not displa
strong valence correlation effects39 and consequently are ex
pected to be well described by the LDA or the generaliz
gradient approximation~GGA!.

All calculations presented in this paper have been p
formed spin restricted, that is the spin density is taken
vanish everywhere. Our preliminary calculations have in
cated that including freedom for spatial variations in the s
density has negligible effects, as should be expected f
solid with predominantly ~;80%! ionic bonding
character.40,20,41,23

A. The pseudopotential

We have used the scheme of Troullier and Martins42 to
generate norm conserving pseudopotentials,43 using the Cep-
erley and Alder exchange correlation potential44 as param-
etrized by Perdew and Zunger.45 The generated pseudopote
tials were cast into the separable form of Kleinman a
Bylander.46

For Zr, we have used the cutoff radiir s51.59 Å, r p
52.06 Å, andr d50.78 Å, respectively, in its neutral atomi
ground-state configuration@Kr#4d25s2. These radii corre-
spond to where 90% of the pseudocharge is encapsulate
the correspondingl channel, which is the standard choice
the Troullier and Martins scheme. Thep pseudocore radii are
relatively large and will inevitably overlap somewhat with
projectors, which in principle could lead to inaccuracie
However, the Zr core size is difficult to reduce due to the 4s,
4p core levels lying close to the valence levels; we ha
performed many tests for various ZrO2 structures, which are
d
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presented in Secs. II B and III B, and we are confident t
the errors due to projector overlap are insignificant in t
oxide material. A very accurate description of the energe
in a Zr crystal requires inclusion of the (4s,4p) core states,
which are rather extended and overlap slightly with (4s,4p)
core states at neighboring Zr atoms. However, in ZrO2 , Zr
ions only have O ions as nearest neighbors and consequ
the Zr(4s,4p) states can only hybridize with O states.
ZrO2 , all O resonances are well separated in energy from
Zr(4s,4p) resonances21 and therefore the O-Zr(4s,4p) hy-
bridization is weak. Thus we expect the frozen core appro
mation, which is the basis for the pseudopotential repres
tation, to be accurate for ZrO2 , even if the Zr(4s,4p) states
are treated as core states.

For O, we have used the cutoff radiir s50.90 Å andr p

51.06 Å, respectively, in its neutral atomic ground-sta
configuration@He#2s22p4. These choices for cutoff radii fo
oxygen are slightly larger than used in related rec
studies47–50 involving metal oxides. Our motivation fo
choosing these slightly larger cutoff radii is to achieve co
vergence of the plane-wave expansion of wave functions
ing a reasonable kinetic energy cutoff — no fitting whats
ever has influenced these choices. Using o
pseudopotentials for zirconia, the total energy is appro
mately 0.03 eV/atom above absolute convergence at a kin
energy cutoff at 700 eV. This level of absolute convergen
is sufficient, since we are only concerned with energy diff
ences, which converges faster than absolute total energie
the following we will refer to this as pseudopotential set(A),
which is the pseudopotential on which we will base the r
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FIG. 2. Calculated cohesive energy curves using our Troullier-Martins pseudopotential(A) for competing bulk phases of zirconia atT
50, obtained by full~unit cell and intracellular! structural relaxation. Arrows show experimental volumes extrapolated toT50. Z is the
coordination number of Zr in the structure.
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of our study. We would like to emphasize that relaxing
cutoff radii should generally be done with caution.

In the testing phase of this study, we have also use
harder O pseudopotential for checking the sensitivity of
results to the choice of cutoff radii. This pseudopotential
which we refer to as(B) in the following — is again gener
ated using the Troullier and Martins scheme, but w
smaller, more conservatively chosen cutoff radii,r s5r p
50.69 Å. These cutoff radii are consistent with those us
in related studies of metal oxides.47–50 For Zr, the same
pseudopotential is used as in set(A), described above. O
course, a significantly higher kinetic energy cutoff is need
to converge total energies using this pseudopotential.

We have also tested the Zr and O pseudopotentials
ommended for oxides in theCERIUS2 software package.51 We
will refer to this as pseudopotential set(C) in the following.
These pseudopotentials are generated by the Lin proced52

and subsequently cast into the Kleinman-Bylander form.
Zr, the s and d projectors are generated using the grou
state atomic configuration@Kr#4d25s2 and cutoff radii r s
51.43 Å andr d51.32 Å for thes andd channels, respec
tively. The p projector is generated using the excited, io
atomic configuration@Kr#4d25s0.755p0.25 and cutoff radius
r p51.43 Å. The Os andp projectors are generated using t
ground-state atomic configuration@He#2s22p4 and cutoff ra-
diusr sp50.95 Å for both channels whereas thed projector is
generated using the excited, ionic configurat
@He#2s12p1.753d0.25 and cutoff radiusr d50.95 Å. Pseudo-
potential set(C) is softer than pseudopotential set(A) and
reaches a similar level of total energy convergence at;50–
100 eV lower kinetic energy cutoff.

We will demonstrate in Secs. II B and III B that ou
pseudopotential(A) gives results in agreement with oth
calculations and experimental data, indicating a suffic
transferability within the scope of our study.

B. The bulk phases of zirconia

In this section we present calculations of the cohes
energy curves as a function of volume for competing b
a
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phases havingAB2 stoichiometry but different coordination
numbers and symmetry, using the pseudopotential(A) de-
scribed above. In Fig. 2 we show the cohesive energy cu
at T50 for bulk phases with cation coordination numbe
ranging from 6 to 9 anions.

Each structure has been relaxed with respect to all
cell ~lattice constantsa, b, c and cell anglesa,b,g) and
intracell degrees of freedom consistent with the space gr
of the structure. These calculations have been perform
with a plane-wave cutoff at 800 eV, where energy diffe
ences are fully converged, and with ak-point sampling spac-
ing of 0.05 Å21. All the structures considered are insulato
around their equilibrium volumes, allowing for largerk-point
sampling spacing than in the case of metals. By decrea
the sampling spacing, we estimated thek-point integration
error to be less than 1 meV/atom. At this kinetic ener
cutoff andk-point sampling, the Pulay stresses are very sm
and the Pulay stress correction53 is vanishing~less than 0.01
meV/atom!. The cohesive energy curves have been map
out by applying positive and negative external isotropic pr
sure. This allows for anisotropic unit-cell relaxation, whic
is important for other phases than the cubic.

As seen in Fig. 2, the energy differences associated w
structures of different symmetry and coordination are rat
small, so this constitutes a rather sensitive test of a pseu
potential. Table I reveals that our pseudopotential(A) agrees
very well with available experimental data for the (t-m)

TABLE I. Adiabatic structural energy differences~eV/ZrO2) for
low-pressure ZrO2 phases. Pseudopotential~A and C! calculations
were performed with the same calculational parameters.

Energy Pseudopotential Experiment All-electro
difference A C FLAPW

Tetragonal-monoclinic 0.07720.050 0.06a

Cubic-tetragonal 0.031 0 .0 0.009b

aReference 54.
bReference 21.
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structural energy difference. Considering the smallness
the (c-t) structural energy difference, the agreement with
all-electron full potential linear augmented plane-wa
~FLAPW! study21 is also satisfactory. In this table, it is als
clear that pseudopotential(C) fails to predict the proper
structural ordering; we will comment further on this belo
We have not attempted to compare in detail with expe
ments at elevated temperatures, since it is necessary th
consider the free energy, which we have not calculated h

We have also plotted the experimentally determined v
umes in Fig. 2 for comparison, shown as arrows. The val
we have found in the literature display a scattering of or
1%, reflecting a sensitivity on sample preparation and exp
mental procedure. We have extrapolated high and room t
perature data toT50 using the measured thermal expans
coefficient55 g51231026 K21 for t-ZrO2 . For m-ZrO2 we
have used the value54 g5131026 K21, which we have also
applied to extrapolate the lattice constants of the cotun
phase~Pnamsymmetry!, sinceg has not been reported fo
this phase to our knowledge.c-ZrO2 is unstable at low tem-
perature — thec→t transition is a barrierless transform
tion. Thus the assignment of aT50 volume forc-ZrO2 is
associated with some uncertainty since it involves extrap
tion of very high temperature data or finite stabilizer conc
tration data. Data extrapolation of the latter56 indicates that
the volume difference betweenc-ZrO2 and t-ZrO2 is less
than 1%, which is within the overall scattering of the expe
mental data. Therefore we have not plotted an experime
volume forc-ZrO2 .

Our pseudopotential reproduces experimental volume
within 1%, which falls within the confidence level of th
LDA itself. In other words, the errors induced by the pseud
potential approximation are smaller or comparable to the
rors inherent in the LDA. Also, the internal fractional coo
dinates generally agree well with those reported from x-
analysis, although the tetragonal oxygen distortion coo
natedz50.033 is somewhat underestimated compared to
experimental valuedz50.065 measured at 1523 K.33 How-
ever our value ofdz compares very well with the valuedz
50.029 obtained by FLAPW calculations21 and the discrep-
ancy with experiment is mainly traced to thermal volum
expansion, since thet-distortiondz increases with volume, a
discussed in Ref. 21.

Table II displays calculated net ionic charges in bu
t-ZrO2 as a function of pseudopotential and compares to
all-electron FLAPW predictions. The ionic charges were o
tained by integrating the valence charge inside sphe
around O and Zr sites of radius 0.894 and 1.058 Å, resp
tively. The unit cell dimensions area55.149 Å and c
55.271 Å and the oxygent distortiondz5Dz/c50.065. The
charges for pseudopotentials(A) and (C) were obtained at

TABLE II. Electronic valence charge distribution for bul
t-ZrO2 around ionic sites.

Ionic Pseudopotential set All-electron
site A B C FLAPW

Zr 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.18a

O 5.47 5.44 5.47 5.47a

aReference 54.
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800 eV, and at 1200 eV for pseudopotential~B!; otherwise
the same calculational parameters were employed, as
scribed above. The charges here differ from that expec
from the nominal ionic charges due to their dependence
the integration sphere radii. The integration spheres, wh
are not space filling, as well asa, c, anddz are chosen for
direct comparison with the FLAPW results.

We obtain ionic charge transfer in reasonable agreem
with the all-electron FLAPW study above and the changes
charge transfer are marginal if we substitute our soft oxyg
pseudopotential(A) with the harder pseudopotential(B). The
charge transfer is also well described by pseudopotential(C)
even though it fails to predict the structural energies pr
erly, as we now describe.

The calculations using pseudopotential set(A) and (C)
were performed using same calculational parameters~kinetic
energy cutoff,k-point sampling, etc.!. It is seen in Table I
that pseudopotential(C) fails to predict m-ZrO2 as the
ground state and that thet distortion vanishes; thec-ZrO2
phase is overstabilized by pseudopotential(C). Thus, even
though the important property of charge transfer is correc
modeled by pseudopotential(C), other aspects of bulk
atomic and electronic structure are poorly represented
pseudopotential(C).

Today a variety of techniques for generating smoo
norm conserving pseudopotentials exists.57,58,42,52A pseudo-
potential corresponding to a given atomic species gener
looks quite different, depending on the applied pseudopo
tial generation scheme. These differences reflect the fact
norm conservation does not uniquely determine a pseudo
tential and other auxiliary conditions must be imposed. T
failure of pseudopotential(C), which was generated usin
smaller cutoff radii than pseudopotential(A), clearly demon-
strates that transferability is sensitive to the choice of th
auxiliary conditions and more research is needed into de
ing optimal auxiliary conditions for pseudopotential gene
tion. It still remains a standard task of a theoretical study
demonstrate the transferability of the pseudopotentials
plied.

III. SURFACE GEOMETRIES

The excellent representation of bulk properties by o
pseudopotential gives us confidence to employ it in surf
calculations, which we now discuss. Predicting the m
stable surface structure corresponding to a given set of M
indices is a very difficult problem in general. The celebrat
Takayanagi reconstruction59 of the Si~111! surface is prob-
ably the best example of this. The purpose of our work is
determine the surface energies of the as-cleaved crystals
the local relaxations of these surfaces. Thus we do not c
sider complex, extended reconstructions. Nor do we cons
nonstoichiometric surfaces, that is, our calculational u
cells consist of an integer number of ZrO2 formula units.

A. Cutting a perfect crystal

Unlike simple homogeneous crystals, in the case of zir
nia it is not straightforward to identify the structure of th
stable surfaces corresponding to a given Miller plane, du
the chemical and structural complexity. However, the nu
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ber of candidates may be winnowed down by adopting a
simple, intuitively plausible rules:

~i! Surface compactness: the most stable surface for m
als is usually the most compact one and on a macrosc
scale, the surface energy scales with surface area. For m
oxides, it is also natural to expect the more stable surface
be compact to some extent~compactness condition!.

~ii ! The ion coordination loss by creating the surfa
should be minimized. Since the cutting surface may be tra
lated arbitrarily perpendicular to the desired Miller plane
is possible to accomplish this goal. This criterion is not
important for ionic materials as for covalent materials, due
the long-ranged nature of the Coulomb forces, but it is
good auxiliary criterion due to the partial covalency that
always present~bond-breaking condition!.

~iii ! Avoid polar surfaces: these are notoriously me
stable, due to long-ranged electrostatic forces. Gener
speaking, the electrostatic interaction energy due to the
face may be lowered by identifying blocks in the perfe
crystal with vanishing low-order multipole moments a
then forming the surface using these blocks. However,
size of a block increases as the required number of vanis
low-order multipole moments increases and a conflict w
the above compactness criterion~i! arises. The resulting bal
ance will be determined by the structure and symmetry of
underlying crystalline structure. An example of this buildin
block principle is the octopolar reconstruction on NiO~111!
~Ref. 60! ~electrostatic condition!.

We have applied the slab technique in our study of Zr2
surfaces. We have chosen the slab such that the surface
each side of the slab are equivalent and are related b
inversion or mirror/glide type symmetry operation located
the middle of the slab. This has been possible in all ca
due to the particular space groups ofc-, t-, andm-ZrO2 .

We have relied on the simple rules outlined above wh
producing a guess on the atomic structure of the most st
unrelaxed surface corresponding to a given set of Miller
dices. In Figs. 6–10 we have shown the upper half of
computational unit cell corresponding to each inequival
surface. The lower halves of the slab unit cells are mirr
inversion images of the displayed upper halves. All our i
tial slab structures have been set up so that they have no
dipole moment. This is not obvious to the eye, but in Se
IV D 1 and IV D 2 we will comment in more detail on th
layering structure. In some cases, however, the simple r
outlined above lead to multiple~apparently equally good!
guesses on low-energy cleaving and in such cases we
tested several possible terminations.

B. Slab geometry and computational parameters

It is important to check that the thickness of the slab a
pseudovacuum are sufficient that finite-size effects do
affect the surface properties and that surface properties
well converged with respect to computational parameter
well.

When studying surface relaxations, two different sets
length scales determine the convergence of surface pro
ties:

~1! The perturbation on the electronic structure caused
the surface must have decayed going from one side of a
to the other so that the surfaces do not interact with e
w
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other. This length scale is usually manageably short, ty
cally a few atomic layers, for ionic materials, which have
significant band gap. For MgO~001!, the surface energy ha
been found to be converged using 4 layers, correspondin
a slab thickness of 4 Å.47 At the other extreme,s,p metals
exhibit length scales that are considerably longer.

~2! The surfaces on each side of the slab may inter
through long-range strain fields induced by ionic relaxatio
The magnitude of this effect is rather dependent on surf
orientation and the material; for metals, the interlayer rel
ations typically fall below the experimental thresholds af
3–4 layers~;5 Å!.61 For ZrO2 , our results and those o
Orlandoet al.19 indicate a comparable average length sc
for the depth of the ionic relaxation. For TiO2 , Bateset al.62

find that the surface relaxations have converged, when
slab thickness exceeds 4–5 layers. Of course, the electr
structure and ionic relaxation length scales become indire
coupled.

In Table III, we have checked the influence of varyin
slab thickness as well as other computational parameters
the unrelaxedt(001) surface shown in Fig. 6 to address po
~1! above. It appears that the electronic structure of the s
surfaces are sufficiently well converged using a slab a
pseudovacuum thickness of 4 layers each, correspondin
10 Å each. Furthermore, a kinetic energy cutoff at 700
and a 5k-point sampling in the surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!
gives well converged surface energies. 5k points in the SBZ
corresponds to a sampling spacing of 0.10 Å21. This rela-
tively large sampling spacing is sufficient because no surf
metallization occurs. We have checked this for all surface
c-ZrO2 , which are the most likely to exhibit metallic behav
ior. Bulk c-ZrO2 has a smaller band gap in the eigenval
spectrum than bulkt-ZrO2 andm-ZrO2 , which has the larg-
est band gap~this band-gap ordering is also found b
Hartree-Fock calculations25 and another LDA study63 of bulk
zirconia!. We find that going significantly below 700 eV i
kinetic energy cutoff using our pseudopotential leads to
accurate surface energies.

It is also seen in Table III that the pseudopotentials
plied in this study give surface energies in excellent agr
ment with pseudopotential set~B! where the oxygen pseudo
potential generated with a more conservative choice of cu
radii, r s50.69 Å andr p50.69 Å, discussed in Sec. II B.

To address point~2! above, we increased the slab thic
ness from 4 to 6 layers for thet(001) surface and relaxed th
slab ions. This increased the relaxation energy by 7% co
pared to the 4-layer slab. Surface bond lengths change

TABLE III. Convergence with respect to calculational param
eters for the unrelaxedt(001) surface of ZrO2 . Ecut is the kinetic
energy cutoff in the plane-wave expansion.

Layers of Ecut Pseudopotentialk points Surface energy
ZrO2 Vacuum ~eV! set in SBZ ~mJ/m2)

4 4 700 A 5 1961
6 4 700 A 5 1948
4 6 700 A 5 1948
4 4 700 A 8 1983
4 4 1000 A 5 1961
4 4 1000 B 5 1964
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than 0.004 Å, corresponding to 6% of the bond length rel
ation. Finite slab thickness thus accounts for the largest e
bar in our predicted relaxation energies. However, since
relaxation energy only gives a minor contribution to the s
face energy, typically 25%, this small uncertainty in the
sults does not affect any of our conclusions. We also no
en passantthat the relaxation energy does not necessa
increase monotonically with slab thickness; for example,
creasing them(011) slab from 4 layers~7.4 Å! to 6 layers
~11.1 Å! actually decreases the relaxation energy by 9%. T
upper half of the 6-layerm(011) slab is shown in Fig. 9.

All slab calculations presented in the following are pe
formed with a slab and pseudovacuum thickness of appr
mately 10 Å each, a plane-wave cutoff of 700 eV, and
k-point sampling spacing of 0.10 Å21.

IV. RESULTS

We now discuss the properties we have calculated
seventeen different surfaces of ZrO2 . In Fig. 1 we have
shown full subsets of all principal directions, which are i
equivalent by symmetry. For thec phase, there are thre
inequivalent principal directions, five for thet phase and nine
for the m phase. If the point group operators of the spa
group corresponding to each bulk structure are applied to
subsets shown in Fig. 1, the full set of 26 principal directio
is generated for each phase.

For comparison, we have referenced the crystalline dir
tions in the tetragonal structure to the fluorite unit cell in F
1, with thet distortion and 42 axes in the@001# direction. The
monoclinic unit cell has the 21 axes along the@010# direc-
tion.

A. Surface energetics

In Table IV we show the calculated surface energies
all inequivalent surfaces of thec, t, andm phases, before an
after local relaxations of the surface ions. The rms displa
ment given in Table IV is the average for allN atoms in each
slab, corrected for displacement of the geometrical cente
massDr c.m., i.e.,

Dr rms5A1

N(
i 51

N

~Dr i2Dr c.m.!
2. ~1!

This quantity will tend to decrease with increasing sl
thickness, since bulk ions have small or vanishing displa
ment upon relaxation. However, comparison is meaning
because we have chosen all slabs to have approximatel
same thickness,;10 Å, consistent with the layer spacing
each direction.

The unrelaxed slab structures have been ‘‘carved’’ ou
the respective bulk crystal according to the simple princip
outlined in Sec. III A, where the bulk crystal structures ha
been relaxed fully with respect to intracell and unit cell d
grees of freedom, corresponding to the minima in Fig. 2.
atoms in our slab calculations have been allowed to re
but the surfaces on both sides of the slab stay equivalen
a symmetry operator, inversion, or a mirror/glide plane,
cated in the middle of the slab. The symmetry operator in
middle of the slab in each case is also present in the pa
-
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crystal from which the slab has been cut. The slab unit c
has not been allowed to relax — it is considered pinned
the equilibrium bulk size, shape, and orientation correspo
ing to the minima in Fig. 2. This is a stabilizing factor for th
tetragonal slab structures, opposing a possible transitio
local monoclinic coordination, which is favored at low tem
peratures. However, since thec-t phase transition is a barri
erless intracell distortion,c-ZrO2 will always distort to
t-ZrO2 on relaxing ions~even without unit cell relaxation!
and thus the relaxation energy is not a surface confined q
tity, but scales with the bulk size. Therefore we do not rep
relaxation energies for thec-ZrO2 surfaces.

From Table IV we see that the~111! and ~1̄11! faces are
the most stable stoichiometric surfaces of thet andm phases,
respectively, and also that the surface energy is consider
anisotropic. For both phases, the surface energy differe
between the most stable and second most stable surfa
considerably larger than the intrinsic uncertainty in the rel
ation energy discussed in Sec. III B.

Examination of Table IV reveals that there is a natu
correlation between low unrelaxed surface energies and
rms ionic relaxations, Eq.~1!. Basically, surfaces that ar
relatively stable to begin with do not relax much furthe
There is an even stronger correlation between the unrela
surface energy and the magnitude of the surface energy
laxation; this is shown in Fig. 3. The latter is an express
of the fact that there is some lower boundEs,min on the
surface energy and only some fractiona of the difference
between the lower bound and unrelaxed surface energyEs,unr
may be regained by local bond rearrangement at the surf
leading to the relaxed surface energyEs,rlx . We have shown

TABLE IV. Surface energies for principal ZrO2 phases atT
50 K. A * symbol indicates that structure transforms from cubic
tetragonal. The transformation energy is proportional to the s
thickness and therefore the relaxed surface energy is not well
fined in these cases.

Face Surface energy % Relaxation rms ion
(mJ/m2) energy relaxation

~Å!

Unrelaxed Relaxed

Cubic ~100! 3058 * * *
~110! 2288 * * *
~111! 1193 * * *

Tetragonal~001! 1961 1577 20 % 0.11
~100! 3286 1684 49 % 0.28
~110! 2327 1532 34 % 0.41
~101! 2322 1694 27 % 0.13
~111! 1315 1239 6 % 0.06

Monoclinic ~001! 2432 1804 26 % 0.31
~010! 3504 2464 30 % 0.15
~100! 2283 1833 20 % 0.12
~110! 2249 1642 27 % 0.15
~101! 2729 1968 28 % 0.31
~011! 2307 1730 25 % 0.13
~1̄01! 2022 1512 25 % 0.25
~111! 1862 1537 17 % 0.13
~1̄11! 1602 1246 22 % 0.09
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a regression analysis on this simple scaling hypothesis

a5
Es,rlx2Es,min

Es,unr2Es,min
~2!

in Fig. 3. The regression analysis gives the valuesa50.57
andEs,min5942 mJ/m2 as parameters characterizing the m
terial ZrO2 . The same scaling seems to apply to the l
index surfaces of botht and m phases, as judged from th
limited data set available. One point of the tetragonal d
set, corresponding to thet(100) surface, seems to devia
significantly from the trend; we will comment on this later
Sec. IV D 1.

The surface energy of the most stable monoclinic a
tetragonal relaxed surfaces are equal, to within the calc
tional accuracy. One would also expect this on the basi
the empirical observation that surface energy scales rou
with the cohesive energy, for a given type of bonding. Sin

DEcoh~ t2m!

Ecoh~m!
, 1%, ~3!

then particular details of the surface geometry and electro
structure will determine which phase has the most stable
mination.

To our knowledge no surface energy measurements
pure, crystalline ZrO2 have been reported. However, fo
polycrystalline ZrO2 containing 6% CaO, Sotiropoulou an
Nikolopoulos30 used the multiphase equilibration techniq
for the measurement of contact angles at high temperat
and extrapolated a surface tension of 1428 mJ/m2 at 0 K.
Likewise, for polycrystalline ZrO2 containing 8% Y2O3,
Tsoga and Nikolopoulos31 extrapolated high-temperatur
data to get a surface tension of 1927 mJ/m2 at 0 K. It is well
known that such measurements are both difficult and sub
to large error bars.27 However, it is still satisfying to see tha
our calculated surface energies are consistent with avail
experimental results. Our result fort(001)is also in good
agreement with a Hartree-Fock slab calculation,19 which
gave 1850 mJ/m2 for the unrelaxed surface and 1630 mJ/m2

for the relaxedt(001) surface. Due to the computational d

FIG. 3. Relaxed and unrelaxed surface energies calculated
tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia atT50. The solid line corre-
sponds to linear regression through all data points. The interse
with the dashed line (Es,rlx5Es,unr) corresponds toEs,min .
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manding nature of these calculations, these authors w
only able to obtain results for a three-layer slab, whereas
t(001) slab has four layers.

In the literature, it is still an open question whether t
GGA gives an improved surface description compared to
LDA. There seems to be a consensus that the GGA impro
the description of atoms and molecules, but for bulk syste
a tendency to overcorrect the LDA has been reported.28 The
LDA predicts surface energies for metallic surfaces in go
agreement with experimental data.36,37We do not report sur-
face energies using the GGA for the ZrO2 surfaces, becaus
our pseudopotentials presented in Sec. II A have been g
erated using the LDA. Formally, this makes application
the GGA physically unclear using these pseudopotentials
the ion-electron interaction. However, we tested the GGA
a few ZrO2 surfaces using our LDA pseudopotentials a
found a consistent drop in the surface energy of order 1
15 %. A drop in surface energy by applying the GGA h
also been observed for the TiO2(110) and SnO2(110)
surfaces.29,62 Comparison of Table IV with the available ex
perimental data mentioned above does not indicate a sys
atic overestimation of the surface energies for ZrO2 . Thus,
consistent inclusion of the GGA is unlikely to affect ou
conclusions about which surfaces are most stable. Also,
the ZrO2 surfaces where we tested the GGA, the ionic rela
ations changed rather insignificantly~the rms ionic relaxation
changed no more than 0.01 Å!.

For t-ZrO2 Morterraet al.12,13using Fourier-transform in-
frared spectroscopy~FTIR! and high-resolution transmissio
electron spectroscopy~HRTEM! found thatt(111) was the
most abundant termination in sinteredt-ZrO2 powders,
which is in agreement with our surface energy calculatio
This result is consistent with results for other oxides w
fluorite type structures,64 e.g., UO2, which has the~111! face
as its most stable surface.

Recently, on the basis of XRD, FTIR, and HRTEM me
surements onm-ZrO2 powders, Cerratoet al.15 concluded
that the m~111! surface was thermodynamically the mo
stable m-ZrO2 termination. These authors proposed
m(111) termination different from the one we have used
our study. In Fig. 4 we have shown the two possible term
nations side by side. One can see that the alternative te

or

on

FIG. 4. ~a! The m(111) termination used in our study.~b! The
m(111) termination proposed by Cerratoet al. ~Ref. 15!. The figure
shows the two topmost layers and in both cases the structure
unrelaxed. Zr ions are small and O ions are large. Ions in the f
ground are shaded darker than ions in the background.
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nation in Fig. 4~b! proposed by Cerratoet al. is nonstoichio-
metric ~it has one excess O ion per surface unit cell!, which
implies that this structure is not electrostatically stable due
the ionic nature of ZrO2 , as also noted by Cerratoet al.

These authors reason that dissociative adsorption of H2O
may electrostatically stabilize the surface at lower tempe
ture, but they do not discuss a mechanism of stabilizatio
the high-temperature regime, where the OH groups and p
sisorbed H2O molecules are desorbed.

The additional O ion in the structure proposed by Cerr
et al. must be rather loosely bound, since it only coordina
to a single, sevenfold coordinated Zr atom, as seen in
4~b!. We want to point out that the FTIR measurements p
sented by these authors do not unambiguously determi
specific surface structure of them(111) face, due also to th
influence of other faces, edges, and defects present on
particles. Further, kinetic and finite-size effects, due to
long-ranged nature of electrostatic forces, may be impor
in explaining the experimentally derived surface morpho
gies.

Another possibility is that concomitant formation of
vacancies and other surface/interior defects at high temp
tures might provide a source of oxygen for the formation
such nonstoichiometric surface facets, if the proposed st
ture indeed corresponds to the experimental data. Howe
segregating an O ion to the surface by creating a bulk
vacancy is an endothermic process. Therefore it is likely t
the structure proposed by Cerratoet al., if correct, is a ki-
netically stabilized structure achieved by quenching a th
modynamically less stable structure formed at high temp
ture. At low temperature, then, we do not believe that t
can be the most stable structure. We have not consid
surface energetics under O-rich conditions in our calcu
tions, due to computational difficulties and ambiguities.

When comparing our results to experimental data
tained at elevated temperatures, typically in the interval 30
1500 K, it is necessary to include the surface entropy. T
surface entropy for ZrO2 is of order 0.4 mJ/~m2 K!.31 Sur-
face entropy differences are then expected to be sma
properly of order 0.1– 0.2 mJ/~m2 K!. Therefore most of our
conclusions should be qualitatively valid at medium hi
temperatures as well, i.e., up to 800–1000 K, since we fin
surface energy difference;300 mJ/m2 between the mos
stable and second most stable surface for botht- and
m-ZrO2 .

B. Coordination analysis

We have also investigated possible coordination trend
the energetics. First we need to define a measure of in
atomic coordination. Due to the structural complexity
ZrO2 and due to the desire to treat relaxed structures on
equal footing with unrelaxed ones, a continuous definition
coordination is necessary. We define the coordination
atom i as

G i5(
j Þ i

f S r i j

l D , ~4!

where j runs over all other atoms andf (s) is a decaying
function counting the number of neighbors within a certa
characteristic distancel.
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For f (s) we will use the function family

f n~s!5S V`

Vn D e2sn
, ~5!

where n is a form parameter giving the sharpness of t
cutoff in f n(s) arounds51 andVn is the integral

Vn54pE
0

`

t2e2tndt. ~6!

The limit n5` corresponds to a sharp cutoff ats51. The
normalization in Eq.~5! makesG i independent ofn for a
continuous distribution of atoms.

We also define the specific~per unit area! coordination
loss for a surface structure as

closs
n 5

Ngbulk
n 2Gn

A
, ~7!

where A is the total slab surface area per unit cell,N the
number of formula units per unit cell,Gn5( i 51

3N G i
n , and

gbulk
n the average coordination per formula unit in the cor

sponding bulk. Loosely speaking,closs
n counts the number o

cut ‘‘bonds’’ at the surface per unit area.
We setl52.432 Å, which is between the first and seco

coordination shell for bothm- and t-ZrO2 . We usen524,
which discriminates the farthest first neighbor from the clo
est second neighbor by a factor of 9 in the weight function
Eq. ~5!. We notice that although the absolute value ofcloss

n

defined above is sensitive to the choice ofn, trends incloss
n

are less sensitive. This is demonstrated in Table V.
In Fig. 5 we have shown the correlation between surfa

energies and coordination, as defined in Eq.~7!. One notices
a natural correlation between openness of the surface
surface energy. The correlation is more irregular than
metallic systems, where the surface energy to a good
proximation is a simple nonlinear function of surface coo
dination loss.

It is seen thatm surfaces generally are more sensitive
coordination loss thant surfaces@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#; this is
to be expected to some extent, since them phase Zr is seven
fold coordinated whereas thet phase Zr is eightfold coordi-
nated — therefore it is more expensive for am Zr atom to
lose a neighbor than at Zr atom. Notice that often the coor
dinationdecreasesupon relaxing the surface ions@Fig. 5~c!,
where oftenDcloss, 0#, although low coordination still con-
stitutes a driving force for ionic relaxation, as seen from F
5~d!. This observation is independent ofn. In most cases the
coordination change upon relaxation is rather small as in

TABLE V. closs
n for most/least stablet and m surfaces for dif-

ferent values ofn.

surface n
2 24 `

t(100) 0.288 0.298 0.304
t(111) 0.214 0.173 0.176
m(010) 0.238 0.241 0.224

m(1̄11) 0.193 0.143 0.135
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FIG. 5. ~a!,~b! Correlation between coordination loss, closs
n @Eq. ~7!#, and surface energy of unrelaxed and relaxed ZrO2 surfaces.~c!

Correlation between change in coordination loss upon relaxation of surface ions and change in surface energy.~d! Correlation between
coordination loss of unrelaxed ZrO2 surfaces and rms ionic relaxation. In~a!–~d! n524 has been used in Eq.~5!.
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cated by the cluster of points aroundDcloss50 in Fig. 5~c!.
This indicates orientational relaxation is most important
ZrO2 , especially form surfaces. This is consistent with
rigid ion picture of ZrO2 , where bond lengths do not chang
upon relaxation.

C. Relation to the „m-t… Martensitic transition

Our results provide some insight into transformations
small particles of zirconia, where the surface energy is co
parable to the bulk phase transformation energy. It is w
known that small zirconia particles suspended in a host
trix do not transform from tetragonal to monoclinic, eve
well below the bulk transition temperature unless subjec
to an external stress field, such as in the vicinity of a pro
gating crack. Since the specific volume of them phase is 4%
larger than thet phase this transition opposes the propagat
of the crack. This mechanism is known as transformat
toughening.65 However, the lowering of the (t→m) transi-
tion temperature is also observed in small free Zr2
particles.66 It has been conjectured that this intrinsic si
effect is driven by a larger surface tension for them phase
than thet phase. This is at variance with our results in Tab
IV, suggesting that the surface tensions of the most stabt
andm faces are approximately equal. However, a closer lo
at our results may reconcile this apparent contradiction.
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It is well established that a definite orientation relatio
ship exists between crystalline directions upon the (t→m)
transition.67,68 It is found that (100)mi(100)t and
@001#mi@001# t (T,1000 °C), @010#mi@001# t (T.1000
°C). By the Wulff construction, one expects thet$111% fac-
ets to dominate in smallt crystallites. Due to the orientation
relationship above, upon the (t→m) Martensitic transition
we obtain

t$111%→H m$1̄11%

m$111%
~8!

in equal amounts. As seen in Table IV, them$1̄11% faces
have the same stability ast$111% faces, whereas them$111%
are less stable. To summarize our point,the orientational
constraint on the (t→m) Martensitic transition forces favor
able t surfaces to turn into unfavorable m surfaces, wh
inhibits the transformation.

A small additional contribution to increasing the mon
clinic surface energy per particle of course also comes fr
the volume expansion of 4% upon the (t→m) transition.
Furthermore, a complete understanding of the transition t
perature depression necessarily also involves other finite
effects, such as edge effects. The net result is that the su
of anm-phase particle would appear to have a larger surf
energy than at-phase particle. Due to theR3 scaling of the
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FIG. 6. t(001), t(100), andt(111) ZrO2 surfaces, viewed from two angles. Corresponding crystal directions are shown at the uppe
of each panel. Left side in each box: the~upper half! unrelaxed slab unit cell. Right side in each box: arrows indicate direction
4 3 magnitude of ionic relaxations, corresponding to the slab on the left side in each box. Zr ions are small and O ions are large. Io
foreground are shaded darker than ions in the background.
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(m-t) bulk transition energy and theR2 scaling of the sur-
face energy, whereR is the particle radius, this implies
critical particle radiusRc , below which the particle does no
undergo the (t→m) transition at all. For a qualitative est
mate ofRc , it is necessary to include the entropy of bulk a
surfacet- andm-ZrO2 , which we have not tried to calculate
Using x-ray diffraction ~XRD!, Rc is experimentally be-
lieved to be in the vicinity of 150 Å.66,15

Our conclusion must be considered tentative with resp
to embedded ZrO2 particles, because the surface energy is
course different from interfacial energies and interface m
match factors may be different for different ZrO2 phases.
However, according to Miedema’s semiempirical rules69

one expects the mismatch energy for large angle g
boundaries to scale with the respective surface energies
the interface bond energy to be independent of bulk str
ture.

D. Surface structures

In this section we show pictures of the unrelaxed surfa
of ZrO2 as well the magnitude of the relaxations of the s
face ions and we discuss the particularly interesting featu
ct
f
-

in
nd
c-

s
-
es

of each surface. In order to avoid pictures that are too c
tered, we have shown only the symmetry inequivalent ato
in each slab unit cell, i.e., only the atoms between the mid
of the slab and one of the slab surfaces.

1. Tetragonal surfaces

In Figs. 6 and 7 we have shown the unit cells of the fi
unrelaxedt-ZrO2 surfaces and the ionic relaxations, ind
cated by magnified arrows. We have referenced all crys
line directions to the CaF2 unit cell, shown in Fig. 1~a!.

Thec andt(001) surfaces are characterized by alternat
columns of O atoms perpendicular to the surface; half of
columns~t columns! have a terminating O atom above th
outermost Zr layer and these O atoms terminate the surf
The other half of the O columns~s columns! are terminated
below the outermost Zr layer. For the unrelaxedt(001) sur-
face, thet distortion is perpendicular to the surface, so th
the t columns are displaced inwards, whereas thes columns
are displaced outwards compared to thec(001) surface. This
corresponds to a flattening of thec(001) surface. The othe
possibility, corresponding to a roughening of thec(001) sur-
face, so that thet columns ands columns are displaced out
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FIG. 7. t(110) andt(101) ZrO2 surfaces, viewed from two angles. Corresponding crystal directions are shown at upper right o
panel. Left side in each box: the~upper half! unrelaxed slab unit cell. Right side in each box: arrows indicate direction and 43 magnitude
of ionic relaxations, corresponding to the slab on the left side in each box. Zr ions are small and O ions are large. Ions in the foreg
shaded darker than ions in the background.
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wards and inwards, respectively, have significantly hig
surface energy. This is consistent with the fact that tht
columns relax further inwards, when the ions are allowed
relax on thet(001) surface, whereas thes columns are dis-
placed correspondingly outwards. Thus thet(001) surface is
flattened further on relaxation.

For the t(100) surface, thet distortion is parallel to the
surface. The ionic relaxations are far more significant at
surface. A closer view of the relaxedt(100) surface shows
that thet distortion has been rotated to be perpendicular
the surface. This is an interesting result, because it indic
that the surface determines the direction of thet distortion in
the bulk. The barrier for this transition is probably rath
small. A preferential direction for thet distortion is only seen
for t(001) andt(100) and is properly related to the fact th
these surfaces must be partially O terminated in order to
nonpolar. The rotation of thet distortion, which also affects
the interior of the slab significantly, is the reason why t
t(100) surface deviates from the trend in Fig. 3. The rela
surface energy oft(100) in Table IV is slightly higher than
t(001) due to a small residual unit cell strain; thet distortion
is accompanied by a small unit cell elongation and this eff
is not picked up when the slab unit cells are held fixed.

The remainingt-ZrO2 surfaces have a more homogeneo
layer structure, the layers being charge neutral, as see
Figs. 6 and 7. Thet(110) andt(101) differ only in the ori-
entation of thet distortion with respect to the surface~this
results in different sizes of minimal slab unit cells!. Both
surfaces undergo the same type of characteristic rump
distortion, where the topmost Zr atoms relax inwards,
surface O atoms and second layer Zr atoms relax outwa
The t(110) surface is seen to have the largest distortion
all the surfaces, but they are primarily confined to the t
topmost atomic layers. Note that these distortions, tho
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they are the largest of any surface studied, are not as e
tive in reducing the surface energy as in thet(100) surface
~see Table IV!. The most stablet surface,t(111), is compact
and the ionic relaxations are small and confined to the t
most layer.

2. Monoclinic surfaces

In Figs. 8, 9, and 10 we have shown all them surfaces as
well as the ionic relaxations, indicated by magnified arrow
We have referenced all crystalline directions to the conv
tional unit cell with @010# as the unique direction, as show
in Fig. 1~c!.

As for t-ZrO2 , the most stable surfacem(1̄11) is com-
pact, with small relaxations confined to the topmost lay
The least stable principal surface,m(010), has a rather cor
rugated appearance.

The m surfaces are more complex than thet surfaces and
therefore more difficult to rationalize and compare. The
fore we find it instructive to discuss the layering structure
more detail to elucidate similarities and differences. First o
has to clarify the meaning of a crystal plane. We define
planeas the thinnest possible planar structure parallel to
surface, which has a center of symmetry in the middle an
mapped onto all planes below it by applying symmetry o
erators~translations, screw axes, or glide planes! — thus a
plane has no net dipole moment. All ions must belong
only one plane. This definition means there will be an inte
number of planes perMiller plane,one or two for the case o
m-ZrO2 . Each plane has eithersingleor double layer struc-
ture. A single layer is characterized by an almost flat layer
Zr ions in the middle. Double-layer structures are compo
by two single layers connected by a symmetry center, so
the net dipole of the double layer vanishes. Single-la
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FIG. 8. m(001), m(010), andm(100) ZrO2 surfaces, viewed from two angles. Corresponding crystal directions are shown at uppe
of each panel. Left side in each box: the~upper half! unrelaxed slab unit cell. Right side in each box: arrows indicate direction and3
magnitude of ionic relaxations, corresponding to the slab on the left side in each box. Zr ions are small and O ions are large. Io
foreground are shaded darker than ions in the background.
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planes have symmetry centers in the middle of the plane
The m(001) andm(100) planes are composed of thic

double layers and subsequent double layers below the
face are connected by primitive translations. Figure 8 sho
one such double layer.m(010), on the other hand, consis
of single-layer planes, where two subsequent planes are
nected by a 21 operation or alternatively ac glide. A plane is
connected to the second plane below by a primitive tran
tion. Thus there are two planes per Miller plane. Figure
shows the first, second, and half of the third plane.

m(101) and m(1̄01)have single-layer plane structure
where two subsequent planes are connected by a 21 opera-
tion, where the 21 axis lies between the single-layer plane
parallel to the surface. Thus there are two planes per M
plane. Figures 9 and 10 show the three topmost single-la
planes ofm(101) andm(1̄01), respectively.

m(110) andm(011) have double-layer-type planes. Fi
ure 9 shows the first and half of the second double-la
plane. m(111) andm(1̄11) have single-layer plane struc
tures, where subsequent planes are connected by prim
translations. Figure 10 shows two single-layer planes
both m(111) andm(1̄11).
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We note that much of the large values of rms ionic rela
ation for less stablem surfaces in Table IV are due to sig
nificant relaxations in the subsurface layers, to a larger ex
than thet surfaces.

For thet surfaces, it was found that thet(100)/t(001) as
well as thet(110)/t(101) relaxed into similar surface struc
tures. Looking at Table IV, one might suspect that the sa
was the case for the pairsm(001)/m(100) and
m(110)/m(011). A closer inspection of these final structur
reveals, however, that although bothm(001)/m(100) appear
similar, many surface and subsurface atoms have diffe
coordination shells. Likewise, bothm(110) andm(011) are
rather flat, but some atoms close to the surface have diffe
coordination shells.

It has been stated39 that for metal oxides, the topmost O
ions are generally displaced outwards, whereas topmost
ions are displaced inwards. When looking at Figs. 6–10,
rule of thumb does not seem to be particularly well obey
for ZrO2 surfaces.

V. SUMMARY

We have studied the surfaces of zirconia (ZrO2) by first-
principles calculations using the local density approximat
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FIG. 9. m(110), m(101), andm(011) ZrO2 surfaces, viewed from two angles. Corresponding crystal directions are shown at uppe
of each panel. Left side in each box: the~upper half! unrelaxed slab unit cell. Right side in each box: arrows indicate direction and3
magnitude of ionic relaxations, corresponding to the slab on the left side in each box. Zr ions are small and O ions are large. Io
foreground are shaded darker than ions in the background.
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to density functional theory and the pseudopotential form
ism. We have demonstrated that the structural energie
different competing bulk phases of ZrO2 are well described
at this level of theory, lending confidence to our ability
then turn our attention to the surfaces of ZrO2 .

Due to the chemical and structural complexity of ZrO2 we
have focused on stoichiometric, bulk-terminated surfaces
termined from simple, intuitively plausible rules. For som
surfaces, where the bulk termination is ambiguous, we h
considered multiple bulk terminations.

We predicted surface energies and relaxations for
principal surfaces of different bulk phases of zirconia. O
surface energies are in good agreement with available ex
mental data for stabilizer-dopedt-ZrO2 . We find that the
stoichiometric~111! and~1̄11! faces are the most stable su
faces of the tetragonal and monoclinic phases, respectiv
and also that the surface energy is considerably anisotro

We find an interesting linear relation between unrelax
and relaxed surface energies for both tetragonal and m
clinic low index faces of ZrO2 . It remains to be demon
strated whether this relation also applies to nonprincipal
stepped surfaces. Also it would be interesting to investig
l-
of

e-

e

e
r
ri-

ly,
ic.
d
o-

d
te

whether such a simple scaling behavior is found for ot
complex oxides as well. On the other hand, we find that
correlation between surface energetics/relaxations and
coordination of surface ions is less compelling.

Our work suggests that the tetragonal~100! surface — if
cleavable — will relax into the tetragonal~001!, thus rotating
the direction of thet distortion below the surface, possibly b
a martensitic transformation. We find that the tetrago
~110! and~101! surfaces undergo a rumpling-type distortio
The most stable tetragonal and monoclinic surfaces exhib
rather small relaxation, confined to the near surface io
Other surfaces~especially monoclinic!, however, display
ionic relaxations extending well below the surface. We
not find a clear pattern in the preferred relaxation direct
~inwards/outwards! of either Zr or O ions at the surface
contrary to previous suggestions for oxides.

We propose that the surface energy anisotropy is an
portant key to the detailed understanding of the depressio
the tetragonal-monoclinic phase transition temperature
small particles, where surface energetics can dominate
stability preferences. Due to the orientational relation b
tween tetragonal and monoclinic phases upon this transit
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FIG. 10. m(1̄01), m(111), andm(1̄11) ZrO2 surfaces, viewed from two angles. Corresponding crystal directions are shown at
right of each panel. Left side in each box: the~upper half! unrelaxed slab unit cell. Right side in each box: arrows indicate direction
43 magnitude of ionic relaxations, corresponding to the slab on the left side in each box. Zr ions are small and O ions are large. Io
foreground are shaded darker than ions in the background.
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we propose that stable tetragonal surfaces are forced to tr
form into less stable monoclinic surfaces, effectively cor
sponding to a higher surface energy of the monoclinic s
faces, thus lowering the transition temperature.

Suppression of thet→m transition is essential for appli
cation of t-ZrO2 as a thermal barrier coating~TBC!, since
the volume expansion upon thet→m transition causes spal
lation ~de-adhesion of the ZrO2 film coating!. It has been
recognized for a long time that this might be achieved
preparing the ZrO2 film coating such that the ZrO2 crystal-
lites comprising the film remain below a critical radius;150
Å,66,15 due to the higher effective surface energy of t
monoclinic surface, as found in the present work. On therm
cycling, however, crystallites tend to sinter, eventually
li
ns-
-
r-

y

al

exceed the critical diameter and undergo thet→m transition.
A major challenge in the future is thus to devise a way
prevent ZrO2 nanoparticles from sintering upon thermal c
cling.
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